
French Football
THE 2022 WORLD CUP - FOOTBALL FESTIVAL IS COMEBACK !



Support the team participating 
in the World Cup 2022

We will support all the teams participating in the 2022
World Cup

The first football coach and player management game
on BSC

Experienced team, ready to take on any challenge

FIFA WORLD CUP QATAR 2022 - FRENCH FOOTBALL



The 2022 World Cup, which will be held in
Qatar, will be the 22nd edition of the
competition, and the first to be held in the
Arab world.
The World Cup is one of the most popular international
sporting tournaments with billions of fans from all over
the world watching and cheering on their favorite teams
as they compete against some of the most talented
football players in the world.

With a combination of football, gamefi,
defi and socialfi, FRENCH FOOTBALL
allows players to join our ecosystem and
get rewards from in-game NFT. 

Football fans across the world can now not only watch
exciting matches and top-notch tackles, but also engage
in a brainstorming penalty shootout against other
players and make correct predictions to get rewarded.

INTRODUCTION



Mission and Vision
FRENCH FOOTBALL's mission is to
become a bridge between football fans
and the Metaverse ecosystem. 

In our world, the practical application of Blockchain in
general, and DeFi in particular, is undeniable. However,
the adoption of the metaverse is still relatively low and
many people are still unaware of their existence. 

Realizing the potential of the king sport - football - and
the 2022 World Cup event taking place this winter in
Qatar, we decided to build and create FRENCH
FOOTBALL with the goal of connecting the physical
world with the digital world and popularizing Blockchain
to all football fans around the world.



GameFi Elements

GameFi $FFB has recently become quite a popular
concept in the blockchain and gaming industry.
With a combination of games and finance, GameFi
elements provide users with both moments of
entertainment and earning opportunities. 

French Football is presented as a
professional soccer player

Unlike traditional games, $FFB with a
GameFi element not only allows players to
earn rewards with NFTs, but also allows them
to move their assets out of the game's virtual
world, meaning that NFTs are tradable on the
marketplace for extra profit.



PVP GAME
 French Football

ONCE USERS HAVE THEIR OWN IN-GAME NFT, THEY CAN START
HAVING FUN AND GENERATING THEIR INCOME WITH THE
FRENCH FOOTBALL PVP GAME. 

Players will take turns being the
penalty kicker and goalkeeper. 
Each NFT will allow the owner to
play 3 matches per day. 
There is no limit to the number of
NFTs that a player can own. 
To get the maximum prize for each
NFT, the player must win the
match by scoring more goals than
the opponent. 
The win rate will be determined by
luck as well as NFT rarity and
levels.



Presale
30%

Burn
30%

Game Treasure
20%

LP
16%

Marketing
4%

TOKENOMICS

TAX TRADE: 6% BUY / 6% SELL ( 3% BUY BACK, 1% DEV, 2% MARKETING )

Name: France Football

Symbol: FFB

Total Supply: 1.000.000.000



ROADMAP 
 

FRENCH FOOTBALL

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3

Set up Telegram Channel
Building a Global English,
Vietnamese, China Community
Twitter Global
Build Website 1.0
Audit & KYC
Create Whitepaper
Original membership
Setup a Presale Whitelist
Reach 3000 members

Whitelist 
NFT Design
PancakeSwap Listing
MarketPlace Launch
AVE CMC, CGK
ADS on various popular websites
Holder 2000 members
Host a charity event
Testnet Soccer Game French
Hayya

NFT Football Player
Development
Exchange list
Mainnet Soccer Game French
Football
CEX listing
App Development & more
Expanded Roadmap for Phase
4+



Thank's For Watching

FRENCHFRENCH
FOOTBALLFOOTBALL




